
Matching CVC Words, Symbols and Objects Activity

It's time to read some CVC words and symbols and match

them to objects! There are three versions of this activity so

everybody can join in. CVC means words that are made from

a Consonant then a Vowel then a Consonant.

Version 1: Read CVC words and match the objects

Write on paper CVC words of items you have at home.

Gather these items and put them in a tray or a box.

Encourage your child to read the words and match the

objects. If you want to make the activity more physical, don't

gather the objects, but let your child go around your house

to find them themselves. Ideas for the words and objects you

can use are: bag, tag, ham, jam, jar, can, pan, map, hat, mat,

peg, red, pen, net, lid, bin, pin, mop, pot, jug, mug, rug, cup



Version 2: Read CVC symbolised words and match the

objects

Similarly with version 1, use CVC symbolised words of items

you have at home. Gather these items and put them in a

tray or a box. Encourage your child to read the symbolised

words and match the objects. If you want to make the

activity more physical, don't gather the objects, but let your

child go around your house to find them themselves. Find

the symbolised words you can use in pages 3 and 4 of this

document.

Version 3: Read CVC symbols and match the objects

Similarly with version 1 and 2, use symbols of items you

have at home. Gather these items and put them in a tray

or a box. Encourage your child to recognise or read the

symbols and match the objects. If you want to make the

activity more physical, don't gather the objects, but let your

child go around your house to find them themselves. Find

the symbols you can use in pages 5 and 6 of this

document.



bag tag ham

jam jar can

mat peg red

pan map hat



pen net lid

bin pin mop

rug cup

pot jug mug






